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Abstract—The lack of data interoperability on today’s Internet
platforms has led to data ownership problems, which further lead
to the deprivation of netizen participation and representation
in the data economy. In this paper, we conclude that user-
oriented data interoperability is the key to change the siloed
app ecosystem toward a more decentralized direction. This paper
examines the various attempts made by the industry to increase
interoperability at different levels: software level, platform level,
and infrastructure level. Web 1.0 granted netizens the right to
view online content and Web 2.0 (Apps) has given netizens the
right to publish in a participatory manner. In this paper, we
envision that the next-generation Internet platforms will enable
netizens to access personal storage and computation, which can
recuperate netizens’ right for data ownership and representation
in the data economy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rise of Internet companies, Internet platforms have
become more centralized in terms of data storage, which has
led to myriad problems including data ownership [1]-[3] and
privacy issues [4]-[6]. The rise of apps and the decline of the
World Wide Web exacerbate the problem [7], [8]. A major
drawback of the app ecosystem where Internet companies
control most resources is the lack of data interoperability
between platforms [9], making the current app ecosystem de
facto app silos. Data interoperability [10], [11] not only means
different platforms sharing data between each other, but also
addresses the ability of users, platforms and other agencies
who create, exchange and consume data to have clear, shared
expectations for the usage, context, and meaning of the data
[12].

App silos (see Figure 1) depict the ill status quo of different
apps practicing their own data standards while leaving users
out of the loop. The lack of data interoperability has led to
two major issues. First, Internet companies have made the
data generated on their platforms as private properties and
make profits through which, e.g., by enhancing ads with data-
driven micro-targeting means, or directly selling user data.
Second, netizen online data are shattered on different platforms
with different accounts. The popular narrative of big data is
that platforms may learn your preferences to provide better-
personalized services. However, the app silo status quo thwarts
the ideal, since an app can only learn about a limited part of
the user. None of them can see the whole picture, nor could

the user themselves, which makes it less possible to maximize
the potential value from user data.

Moreover, the lack of data interoperability also exacerbates
the unvirtuous deeds and competitions in the internet industry,
for big companies will always be in an advantageous, if not
hegemonic position in data collections and data trades. Since
users are left out of the loop of the sales and future usages
of their data, these kinds of data sales and analysis deeds
in the capitalism market will ultimately commodify personal
information and let corporations prey back on users.

Figure 1. App Silo.

Dissatisfied with the status quo, innovators in the Internet
field have been developing new forms of protocols or technolo-
gies to increase interoperability between different agents, e.g.,
the decentralized web movement and linked-data platforms in
the Web field [13], [14], and the burgeoning use of Application
Program Interface (API) [15] in the Internet industry.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce an ongoing
project. Our aim is to protect user privacy, facilitate data
management online and enhance data interoperability among
web apps. This paper will cover the theories, methods and
products of our project.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the
three levels of data interoperability with real-world examples.
Section III illustrates the architecture and characteristics of our
end-user customizable platform design proposed in the Alora
project and incorporated in its web based portal app called
Alora.
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TABLE I. THREE MAJOR ISSUES ON TODAY’S INTERNET

Issue Description

Online Privacy

Without resorting to third party
services, netizens cannot tell if a
website is collecting certain cookies or
using trackers, nor could netizens
disable them.

Data Storage

Online activities only enrich the
databases of Internet companies, rather
than the power of netizens to control
what they want to see. Moreover, the
databases of different apps are not
interoperable.

Micro-targeting Advertising

Although most of the Internet is free to
browse for netizens, yet we are paying
with our attention to the free services,
which may eventually cost more due to
the asymmetric information in the
market.

II. THREE LEVELS OF DATA INTEROPERABILITY AND
EXISTING EXAMPLES

The prevailing data ownership issues stem from when
Internet companies make it a norm to collect and privatize
user data, which has led to the rise of advertising-supported
business models. As scrutinized by Wu [16], Internet platforms
provide user free diversion in exchange for user attention,
which is monetized through advertising, and the efficiency of
which is enhanced by micro-targeting and recommendation
systems based on the data collected by internet companies.
Internet companies play the role of “attention merchants”, a
term coined by Wu to describe the role played by Internet
companies in the advertising model [16]. We have listed three
major problems faced by today’s Internet users due to the lack
of data interoperability in today’s Internet platforms, as shown
in Table 1.

A. Software Level Interoperability
Software level interoperability refers to the scenario that

the owner of the software designs data interoperability protocol
and defines how their data will be accessed by outside parties.

The app ecosystem has been constantly making progress
towards software level data interoperability. We are seeing an
ever-growing API ecosystem. With API, outside developers
can access data in the API providers’ servers with the pro-
vided calls and requests. For example, team collaboration app
Slack [17] has integrated more than 2000 frequently used
services into their platform, including Office 365 R©, GitHub,
and Google Drive.

Emerging products like Zapier and IFTTT, whose slogan
is “get all your apps and devices talking to each other”, are de
facto a combination of APIs. There are plenty of explorations
to improve the interoperability between apps, and API is the
best representative of which, yet software level interoperability
also has the app itself as the limit–making things beyond the
app out of reach.

B. Platform Level Interoperability
Platform level interoperability denotes a parent platform

that defines the data interoperability protocol adopted by
agencies residing on the platform.

In platform level interoperability, the parent platform pro-
motes platform level interoperability in a top-down manner
by enforcing standardized developing languages, data formats,
and user interaction components. One recent popular instance
is the Mini Program inside a platform. The Chinese social
media platform WeChat [18], [19] first published its Mini
Program platform in 2017, followed by Baidu and Alipay.
The parent platform provides a slew of developing standards
and functioning modules, so that all functions are accessible
to developers and there is no need to reproduce existing
solutions: authentication and authorization, QR code scanning,
augmented reality modules, online payment, map and location
service, etc. Moreover, data storage is also partially interop-
erable between Mini Programs and the parent platform. With
the help of various interoperable functions, Mini Programs can
stay light in size and focus on functions the main platform does
not provide. According to the 2019 year-end report, WeChat
has more than 3 million Mini Programs on its platform with
330 million daily active users. Moreover, users on average have
used 60 different Mini Programs in 2019.

C. Infrastructure Level Interoperability
Infrastructure level interoperability refers to a thorough set

of protocols from the front-end interface to back-end comput-
ing and storage, which all agents need to have a consensus on
the use of the data.

One and probably the only prevailing Internet platform
that meets infrastructure level interoperability is the World
Wide Web. Backed by W3C standards, the web is an immense
platform where netizens read data and write data. However,
the interoperability of the web has been declining with the
prevalence of platforms with private databases when most of
the data collecting actions are underwater.

In this section, we analyze three projects aiming at pro-
viding infrastructure level interoperability to internet services:
SoLiD, Brave, and Blockstack.

Social Linked Data (SoLiD) [20], [21] is the new project
proposed by Sir Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of the World
Wide Web. SoLiD targets at improving data interoperability in
the infrastructure level by granting users access to their data
storage with the Personal Data Pod, which gives read/write
permissions to different apps. Social linked data also guar-
antees social connections to be a secured property linked
with users’ WebID [22], [23], which makes authentication and
social connection infrastructures on the web. SoLiD aims to
rejuvenate the web through solving problems, which we have
concluded below: privacy, storage, and advertising.

Brave is an open-sourced browser known for its novel
solutions to privacy and advertising issues. Brave aims to build
the infrastructure for online content production and consump-
tion business model. As Brave points out on its website, the
foremost problem on today’s Internet for Brave to solve is:
“[a]s a user, access to your web activity and data is sold to
the highest bidder. Internet giants grow rich, while publishers
go out of business. And the entire system is rife with ad fraud
[24].” Brave helps its users to block data-grabbing ads and
trackers [25]. Moreover, Brave introduces the Brave Attention
Token, a cryptocurrency issued by Brave that allows users to
earn frequent flier-like tokens for browsing and support web
creators with the tokens. In this way, contents on the Internet
will get matched with economic values without resorting to the
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advertisement. Brave envisions Brave Attention Token as a new
infrastructure for linking valuable content with user attention
and money.

Blockstack is a platform with the overarching mission
of giving users direct ownership of their internet assets and
protecting user privacy [26]. Blockstack is trying to achieve
the goal of infrastructure level interoperability for dApps by
providing a suite of developer tools and protocols intended to
lower the start-up barriers of dApp development [27]. The most
important feature is its enforcement of universal login with
Blockstack ID. Blockstack keeps a record of user identity on
a blockchain database and then asks its user to set up accounts
with apps built on Blockstack [28].

III. ARCHITECTURE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF OUR
END-USER CUSTOMIZABLE PLATFORM–ALORA

As discussed, Alora is a web-based platform being devel-
oped by our team [29]. Alora addresses the three problems
aforementioned, i.e., data privacy, personal storage, and adver-
tising, in a user-friendly way with existing web technologies.
Figure 2 is a screenshot of the current version of Alora
extension. The code is open-sourced [30].

Figure 2. Alora Privacy Extension.

A. Data Privacy
Alora provides a digital footprint management system in

the form of a browser extension, as shown in Fig. 3. Based
on EFF’s privacy badger project [31], the extension can detect
third party trackers and automatically block it for the users.
Moreover, Alora also automates users’ preference on managing
privacy-related data on chosen sites including cache, cookies,
history, etc. For example, if a user does not want to save
history nor cookies on www.amazon.com, the user can switch
on the button on Alora, and the extension will delete cookies

and history data related to the selected URL automatically.
Alora also provides an email for every user to do account
management.

Figure 3. Alora’s Customizable Personal Portal User Interface.

B. Personal Data Management.
Alora provides a personal portal page that serves as the

homepage of our users, where frequently visited websites will
be prioritized into a cluster of lists, as shown in the left
column in Figure 4. Furthermore, with the help of APIs of the

Figure 4. Alora’s Automation for User Private Data Management.

frequently used services of the user, users are able to maintain
a customizable portal–e.g, email notifications, Twitter feeds,
messages, etc. In this way, the features of different services
are interoperable with the user’s Alora homepage. Moreover,
Alora affords users the function to add User Generated Paratext
upon resources (see Fig. 4), which means users can save, like,
comment, annotate the resources they have browsed online. In
this way, user data and metadata are guarded inside the user’s
personal data zone at the local storage or user’s Alora personal
cloud, which is analogous to the Personal Data Pod in SoLiD,
rather than Internet companies’ servers. In future work, Alora
also plans to generate user embedding with locally stored user
data, or lets users allow third-party services to run federated
learning models on certain local user data [32]. The strength of
Alora is that the data structure is a thorough one that contains
all aspects of the user’s online activities, rather than a biased
one restricted to a single service. What’s more, users have full
knowledge and control of the data collecting and management
process.
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Figure 5. Alora’s Customizable Personal Portal User Interface.

As shown in Figure 5, Internet resources generated through
Alora include the User Generated Paratext and the User
Embedding with a user manageable data profile, which are
controlled by the user and accessible by third parties through
Alora APIs–which users have the right to decide the read/write
accessibility of their resources. Therefore, with the help of
Alora, user online data is at the fingertips of users in their
personal data storage rather than in custody by cloud service
vendors. Such an in-app approach elevates the visibility of
privacy control and grants the user convenient control of their
personal data management.

C. Data Profile Management (Work in progress)
Based on the user metadata including browsing history,

user action data, and the user-generated paratext including
likes, comments, and annotations, Alora will be able to train a
user embedding, and generate a user-readable and -manageable
data profile. The profile will include different tags as in
Figure 6. User embedding is a popular method used in today’s

TABLE II. USER DATA PROFILE EXAMPLE

Key Value
Age 18-24 years old

Gender Male
Interests Fitness, Adventure Games

Work Internet Industry

recommendation systems, yet most labels are latent [33]. The
goal of Alora’s user data profile design above is to make the
latent labels transparent to the users, and users will also have
the right to manage their data profile and assign accessibilities
to their profile and metadata. Furthermore, third party services
will no longer need to resort to trackers to collect user data,
which is hard to be comprehensive especially for small and
medium businesses. We believe the impacts of Alora on the
next-generation Internet are huge by looping users back in the
game. Data economy and the advertising business model of
Internet companies will be fundamentally changed by looping
users in the data mining process. The data monopoly by giant
Internet companies will get destroyed by granting users the
right to maintain a more comprehensive user data profile. Last
but not least, the realization of data ownership and willingness
to pay for content online will go hand in hand–if users

are willing to pay for better data ownership, they will also
appreciate the value of information and will be willing to get
information as a service.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper scrutinized the compelling problems faced by
Internet users today: the privatization of user data has led to the
ill status quo of today’s Internet–lack of data interoperability
between platforms and users, myriad data breaches, and vari-
ous data ownership issues. The quintessential problem is not
technical bottlenecks, but a lack of user-oriented infrastructure
that protects the data ownership of Internet users, the sources
of data that are ironically left out of today’s data economy.
Alore aims to provide open-sourced, transparent, secure, user-
oriented personal cloud computing solutions. By looping users
in the data collection and mining process, the latent data
collection and data mining process will become transparent
to users, resulting in better data interoperability between users
and services.
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